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About This Game

Open the Gates to another worlds! Research into the causes of the mysterious epidemic will have rather unpredictable
consequences…

“The Legacy: The Tree of Might” is an adventure game in the genre of Hidden Object, with plenty of mini-games and puzzles,
unforgettable characters and complicated quests.

The grand historical museum reception held by Deborah Whitwick became well known throughout the country. An inexplicable
viral attack on the guests occurred right in the middle of the lady's solemn speech. When the epidemic began, no one had any
idea just what the citizens of New York were facing. An urgent expedition was organized to re-explore the archipelago in the

hope of finding information on the nature of the disease. As a linguist and expert on ancient languages, Diana was to join them.
She couldn't even imagine how this journey would turn out for her...

- Discover the cause of the mysterious epidemic.
- Visit incredible worlds and meet their inhabitants.

- Get help from new friends.
- Solve lots of incredible puzzles.

- Gather amazing collections and find dozens of morphing-objects.
- Enjoy stunning locations, magnificent graphics, exciting mini-games and puzzles.
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Just buy walls and block everything to win. Not "fun" in any way. Clunky AF.

I hope I got this in a bundle or something.. Well, it's Crashday... if you don't know it yet, watch the videos above. It's a Derby
destruction game with softbodies, missiles and mini guns, tuning and a chessboard oriented map editor. The modding
community is alreayflooding the workshop with content and... oh yeah, it's from 2006.

In case you actually know this game from back then, here is what they changed:
-Redone Multiplayer based on steam
-"pickups" like ammo, boost and repair
-Controller support (even in menus) and adjustment
-Graphics (don't expect too much), but it's all in he right places
-The career difficulty is kicking butts now and it's localized in English
-The gui was updated
-Launcher with Modloader

Overall that's it. That and the Steam Workshop implementation.

I wish they would have given us a look around option, the right stick has no use and they could have given us a few more options
in the editor, simply reducing hardware based limitations.

They ask you to pay 12 bucks for it and for me and my nostalgia glasses there's no debate, but for anyone, I think it's a fair and
reasonable price. Sure it's old, but this game lives! And do you know why? Because their fanbase rocked on for a decade and
their original Creators put all their dedication and love into this and they still do after almost 20 years since they started
programming it!
So... Hell yeah, it's worth it! Join in on the action and blow S,H1T up!. These are the games and types of people I love to see.
This game brings in one of my favorite modern day presidents and blends it in with Super Paper Mario themes
I completely recommend this game for anyone, even if you're not sure if you like Trump or you don't even like him because the
gameplay and features are really that good!
Plus, the base game is already FTP so might as well get it and the full game IS only $1.99 so it's not like you'll be breaking the
bank if you buy the full game.

10/10 #MAGA. Sorry, but i can't recommend this game.
At first it is fun, but the boss battle only relies on luck avoiding the projectiles and hoping the RNG is kind to you.
The soundtrack is absent, the sounds are okay at best.

Also, was announced to have some achievements and they were never added.

Sorry devs, but until you patch this game again, i'm leaving a bad review. good indie games cause this game can trained your
calculation and hand eyes coordination
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As you can tell from my playtime, it didn't take me long to decide what I thought of this game. It's not like it has game-breaking
bugs and glitches, it's just so...boring. You have one dude and two guns all the time and walk through a vaguely linear, boring
level, shooting baddies that are thicker than molasses. Nothing more to it. Might as well save your money.. My video review:

https://youtu.be/_EMepz18mUA. 10 / 10 I would go through that ♥♥♥♥♥♥ door again!. This game is very atmospheric. The
music, honestly, is one of the biggest contributions to the game. I thoroughly enjoy it, even though it is rather dark. And really,
for this kind of game, $1.99 is perfect. No, you won't get a huge amount of replays out of it, once you gather the entire story.
But the three, four, or five plays to do it are well worth it.. So for this sequel ill just be mainly pointing to my review of part 1.
To Recap:

Pros
----------------------------------------------------
-I really think the voice acting is great. The main characters are really enjoyable and the other characters are well cast.
-Fantastic music. Unfortunately the main music producer passed away during development but a friend of his worked on
finishing and it came out amazing! Also, just like Part 1 the soundtrack to this game is available separately and all proceeds go
to charity, very cool!
-Great graphics
-Fun story
-Funny dialogue\/monologue
-Good game "flow". No moon logic or pixel hunting.

Meh.
----------------------------------------------------
-No lip-syncing. As the rest of the game is so detailed I don't really mind this. However given the level of detail in everything
else in this game it does stand out somewhat.
-It would be nice if the text changed color depending on who was talking.

Cons
---------------------------------
-The main drawback to this series is its cost. At $20 regular asking price for Part 2 and about 3.5 hours of game time, its simply
expensive for a point & click adventure game. The quality of the game over all compensates for this, but I still think its what
holding this game back from being played by more people.

Overall its a fun chapter and i think is basically the same quality as the first. Again, the cost is pretty much the the only negative.
If your a P & C die-hard and can catch it on a sale i say its totally worth checking out! And if you like the music pick up the
soundtrack, all proceeds go to charity!. The game from my childhood!

I used to freak out when I played this long time ago. Today I realised how ahead of its time this game really was.
The game is pretty unique on its own way, I really liked the story of meat factory and the art style is great.
The characters are also really unique and very iconic, I remember all of them, even tho I didn't play this game for more than 12
years.
Those 3D cinematics still blow my mind considering that this game was released in 1997, I would without a doubt be very
interested to watch some kind of Oddworld movie and enjoy it!

Do I recommend this game? Ofcourse if you want to go back in time, it is still pretty fun to play and to enjoy to a great story!.
quot;You star in your next movie, and i'm quoting the review!". For an alpha release, this is a pretty well-rounded stealth/action
game. Writing this on 4/25/2018.

English is not the native language and could use some work, but is understandable.

Stealth mechanics are solid, and include FOV (including obstructions), light level, and noise.

Story is solid, currently in-dev part is a cliffhanger lol...I want to know the continuation!
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The areas where this game really stands out among similar titles, however, are the crafting and leveling systems. Mark of the
Ninja and Aragami both have leveling systems if I remember right, but Pixel Shinobi is the only stealth game I can remember
playing with a decent (and meaningful) crafting system.

Lots of things are incomplete, as this is a legitimate in-dev game right now, but even as it stands now, it is worth playing (and
supporting).

Some other steam games that you may enjoy:
Mark of the Ninja
Aragami
Gunpoint
Deadbolt
Ronin (not always a stealth game, but certainly can be, and ninja nonetheless)
. The game is really fun and the new updates should totally help it. Although it can sometimes get laggy after placing like 100
troops. A lot of people also tend to say this game because it's unrealistic but it's clear that these people are just haters because its
a totally accurate battle simulator. The new updates like dynasty and the unit creation will totally create a better game, so I have
high hopes.. Not bad for this year 2019 still good and playable.
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